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... 
…He bought those planks and slats, all coarse, 

The town’s cabinetmaker, John Smith, of course. 
No other master’s rivalled his exquisite manner!  

With glue, he took a saw, a plane, a hammer,  
Then measured, smoothed, worked, and put paste, 

Nailed, painted, to finally have a table made.  
 

Julian Tuwim, fragment of the poem A Table (transl. M. Iwińska) 
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Julian Tuwim’s poem A Table, defined by literary crit-
ics as an educational fairy tale, with simplicity and charm 
makes children acquainted with, to use the language of the 
period, production process of a wooden piece of utility equip-
ment and the individuals that conduct this process, facilities, 
and techniques. They are as follows: the forest: in the lan-
guage of foresters and wood technology specialists considered  
until today as the economic resource for gaining wood pulp (!); 
forest workers: woodcutters who traditionally fell trees with 
axes (not saws); transportation: also traditional, thus with 
wagons and cart drivers; a sawmill, where wood is initial-
ly worked, undergoing log rubbing with whirring saws, so-
called frame saws; timber yard with wood grades. Finally, 
the process climaxes with an independent craftsman, a guild 
master in cabinetmaking with his urban workshop (however 
with no journeymen and apprentices!), using his manner 
and manual final working of wood (measuring, planning, 
pasting, painting) with a set of tools: a saw, a plane, a ham-
mer, and paste.1

When analysing the text as a source, a reader-historian 
will perceive in it something more than a description of 
a technological process. It is the universal formula identified 

by the poet in a simple example of a table, always composed 
of three essential elements: creator + method + material 
= work. 

Obviously, the main goal of the activity and the object 
in social demand is the work, namely the final outcome 
of the creative process and the object of a more or less  
conspicuous consumption: both in the strictly utilitarian 
sense, and also a broader, cultural, and prestigious mean-
ing, as in the case of outstanding authors’ works repre-
senting different arts and sciences. The popular expression 
of the interest in the latter is their developed amassing 
and collecting: individually or in an institutionalized way, 
namely museology.

The method, thus the working technique and tools, re-
cedes to the background of social demand, being usually 
the object of interest of merely professionals-practitioners, 
more rarely of researchers-specialists and fans-amateurs. 
Why is it so? The tools in their essence also remain, after 
all, works of added causative value, however regardless of 
this they are perceived as sub-standard, and thus somewhat 
inferior. What influences such an attitude? Is it because they 
have their utilitarian, thus practical function? 
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Assuming after Thorstein Veblen and his already classical 
Theory of the Leisure Class,2 the phenomenon of collecting 
(in its colloquial meaning of the term) to be a para-scientific 
or (and) para-artistic activity, the collectors of apparatuses 
and production tools, as distinct from connoisseurs amass-
ing works of art, used to have in the past and may still have 
problems with their prestige or PR. All because their pas-
sion my not be perceived as an activity consolidating the 
position of the social elites from Veblen’s realm of conspicu-
ous leisure and consumption, yet as a testimony to having 
a connection or even affirmation of labour degrading one’s 
image, being the domain of social classes traditionally re-
garded as inferior.3

Is it so, and if, to what degree does the question of the 
conservatively perceived social prestige, consolidated also 
by conspicuous consumption, in daily contact with so-called 
high-art, affect even today the popularity of collecting tools 
of various crafts and professions, including noble, after all, 
woodworking? It seems that it continues to have an im-
pact, although the scale of the phenomenon is varied geo-
graphically and dependent on many factors, of which two 
matter most.

The first factor relates to the sphere of productivity: this is 
the level of technological advancement, a large production 
scale, and its ample social background resulting in market 

saturation with interesting tools, years later with the rich-
ness of preserved high-profile objects which can be objects 
of collectors’ interests of late heirs well nested in the gen-
erational tradition as goods of tangible culture. Generally, 
such a model is implemented by contemporary post-indus-
trial societies of West-European countries.

The second factor stems from the sphere of social aware-
ness, hard to grasp and less measurable, and it is the world 
view of collectors, members of the community to a varied 
degree affirming work as well as its material and spiritual 
culture. High level of this culture favours the development 
of interest in collecting utilitarian objects, in the feudal past 
burdened with social odium, which, however, along with 
progress, particularly in modern progressive societies of 
Protestant tradition, effectively free themselves from their 
negative utilitarian connotations.

Without going into a detailed analysis of woodworking 
tools in Poland and in the countries of Western Europe, 
which currently can only be a far-fetched research goal, 
reaching well beyond the scope of a brief presentation of 
a private collection, it can be worthwhile to signal the dis-
advantage of Poland as far as the market size is concerned, 
both in supply, and in the collectors’ demand for tools, 
woodworking ones included. There is an easy way of con-
firming this: just going to a flea market in Warsaw or in an-
other Polish city, comparing it to London’s Portobello Road 
Market or Rome’s Mercado de Pora Portese. The difference 
in potentials of both places of trade exchange in Poland and 
Western Europe is essential. The synthetic measure of tech-
nological, and therefore civilizational distancing, can also be 
found in the dates of the editions of the first fully profes-
sional and scientific publications: European versus Polish 
related to the woodcarving craft distanced by 100 and 200 
years respectively.4 

A preliminary assessment of the available resources, 
technical and aesthetical standards, as well as the state of 
preservation of old carpentry tools in European countries 
can be easily made by entering various language versions 
for ‘old woodworking tools’ in Google: Old carpentry tools, 
Alte schreiner Werkzeuge, Vieux outils de menuiserie, Gamle 
snickerivertyg, Herramientas de carpintería antiquas, etc. 
The differences are striking. Collecting patterns and mod-
els for functioning of contemporary tool collections in 
Europe can be found in the following examples: the English 
Tools and Trades History Society (founded 1983) and the  
extensive collection of English woodworking items of 
Ken Hawley at the Kelham Island Museum in Sheffield, 
or for a change a small, but living, i.e., utilized collection 
of the traditional joiner Richard Arnold in Wilbarston, in 
Northamptonshire; finally those accessible online, some-
times with support (information on woodworking manu-
facturers from the turn of the 20th century and scans of 
company catalogues), such as the precious for the knowl-
edge it conveys Austrian Kleines Werkzeugmuseum collec-
tion of Wolfgang Jordan of Vienna and other German and 
American websites, e.g. Hobel & Axt, Alte Beitel and The 
Superior Works.5

The model to aspire to and a real collectors’ dream in the 
European perspective can be found in the high-profile col-
lection of woodworking tools (the majority of them from 
the Netherlands which was the first modern centre of their 

1. Joiner’s workshop from the mid-16th century: manual woodworking with a 
wooden frame saw and a German-type plane with a ‘nose’, namely a hand-
grip for the left hand; also visible: joiner’s bench: woodworking bench with 
bench stops and tools: long planes, so-called fore planes, carpenter’s squares, 
a compass, marking gauges, chisels, gimlets, and a stump and axe for carpen-
try; material: unedged timber and planks; the final product: a chest of frame-
-and-panel structure with wooden panels featuring an intricate ring pattern. 
Wood engraving by Jost Amman, Der Schreiner, in: Stände und Handwerker, 
Frankfurt am Main 1568 
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manufacturing) deposited at Sweden’s Skokloster Castle, 
amounting to over 300 items from the 17th–18th centu-
ries, amassed for the Castle’s construction and use by the  
client Field Marshal Carl Gustav Wrangler and his successors. 
Woodworking and other tools: evidently regarded to be as 
precious as top-quality scientific and research apparatus and 
numerous art pieces, as if encapsulated in time in the un-
heated until today interiors of the Castle Museum, have all 
lasted until today. It can be judged that apart from other 
favourable circumstances they have survived also thanks to 
the egalitarian practicality of Swedish society who created 
IKEA in the 20th century!6

The issue of the importance of traditional tools (not  
merely woodworking ones) as historic monuments of cul-
ture requires new studies and new evaluations. From the 
point of view of a historian and an amateur collector it 
seems that in the countries of the European West, particu-
larly in Germany and Great Britain, craftsmen’s tools and 
early industrial ones, in the process of cultural promotion 
have already reached the status of, or are very close to, 
semiophores, i.e., museum objects which have definitely 
lost their original utility function, and have become collec-
tor’s items as cultural carrier’s of meanings. In the formal-
ized hierarchy of museum objects they can be assigned the 
position between purgatory, namely the place of collectors 
and a heritage object.7

 In Poland a set of old woodworking tools of, let us say, 
museum and collector’s potential, incites a definitely smaller 
interest than in Western countries. The difference can also 
be found in the peculiar rusticalization: tools of all wood-
-related crafts (joiners, carpenters, wheelwrights, coopers) 
can be much more readily encountered in rural open-air mu-
seums than in such urban institutions, and if at all, then in 
an ethnography-profiled one. This falsifies, and possibly re-
verses, the image of the historical reality in which carpentry 
(particularly cabinetmaking) ranked among urban crafts, and 
it was only the development of industrial production in the 
second half of the 19th century that made it recede to the 
rural niche.8 Thus it would seem appropriate not to apply 
such folkloristic regionalization of woodworking tools. The 
same planes can be found in Mazovia and in Subcarpathia, 
though obviously the furniture made with their use may be 
and is different.

Urban museums, if interested in guild output at all,  
cherish interest predominantly in artistic crafts, e.g. the 
Museum of Artistic and Precise Crafts in Warsaw; at the 
National Museum in Gdansk, being a major centre of historic 
cabinetmaking, only the products, namely furniture piec-
es, are displayed, while the methods: workshops and tools 
are absent.9 Neither have tools been on display nor plans 
have been made for tool display at the still not reopened 
National Museum of Technology in Warsaw. At urban histori-
cal and ethnographic museums woodworking tools are rare  
exhibits. The exception proving the rule can be found in 
Cracow and its Seweryn Udziela Museum of Ethnography; 
collecting traditional woodworking tools, since 2015 it has 
been conducting research into wood- and metalworking 
workshops in Lesser Poland.10 At open-air museums and 
regional ones what can be found are usually interiors of 
carpenter’s workshops with few and not precisely described 
tools from the 19th–20th centuries. Among the more inter-
esting collections mention should be made of the follow-
ing: Craft Museum in Krosno, Museum of Carpentry and 
Biskupizna in Krobia (Greater Poland), mounted in the 

2. llustration in an 18th-century joinery manual: method of rubbing a log into 
veneers (face veneer) with a modern stretch; visible: frame saw, so-called log 
saw, tension mechanism of the sawtooth and saw teeth, method of rubbing  
a log in a vise stand, metal fine-toothed frame saw to cut face veneer. Plate 
278, in: A J. Roubo, L'art. du menuisier, Part III, Section 3, Paris 1771–1774

3. Cooper’s circular plane for working the interior barrel surfaces, Poland, Lo-
wer Silesia, 2nd half of the 18th c. (?); craft product, pear tree wood (?), beech 
wood wedge; iron: blacksmith’s product; ‘S’ signature on the body; the ‘nose’ 
in the shape of a simplified volute, front stock ledge missing, cut out and die 
cut ornamentation, dicing, signature, smith’s-made iron, also wood variety 
make up the historic value of the tool
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interiors of a pre-WW II small furniture factory, National 
Museum of Agriculture and Agro-Food in Szreniawa, West 
Pomerania Museum in Bytowo, and the didactic collection at 
the pre-WW II wood-working school in Nowe on the Vistula 
(currently a Complex of Post-Secondary-Level Schools), i.e., 
in the town which provided a powerful backup to Gdansk’s 
cabinetmaking.11 Interestingly, the above-mentioned muse-
ums are located in their majority in north-western Poland, 
this in a sense confirming the common judgement that 
these regions boasted a slightly higher technological ad-
vancement than the rest of the Polish territory.

An important factor affecting the realities of amassing 
and collecting hand woodworking tools is the disappear-
ance of cabinetmaking and carpentry as crafts, their out-
put replaced by mass- and machine-produced wood ele-
ments, in the course of the 20th century more and more 
frequently by elements made of substitute wood-derived 
materials and plastics. Furthermore, the advancing mecha-
nization of their working leads to the disappearance of tra-
ditional craft workshops as a historically established social,  
cultural, and production model, with the workshop equip-
ment, namely the tools, losing their rationale. Currently, 
wood-working by hand, its techniques and tools, are the do-
main of a scarce community of artistic cabinet makers and 
furniture conservators. From the museological point of view 
this is a model situation: on the one hand, the tools have been 
separated from the sphere of their appropriate economic ac-
tivities, which is a precondition enabling their professional 
collecting, while on the other, their social status continues 
low, decreasing their chance to survive as historic objects:  
objects of interest to collectors. Someone who is only a na-
scent collector has to accept with much pain that in the 
course of the selection with time only a part of those objects 
[here: woodworking tools] will last to receive the status of 
historic ones,12 to become a permanent element in cultural 
tradition thanks to institutionalized care. One can do noth-
ing but hope that this part is not too small to fulfil its future 
function, though regrettably, Polish historical experience has 
not been too optimistic in this respect. 

The motivation behind the creation of the discussed 
collection was not (at least initially) the professionally ex-
tended historical awareness and the urgency to save wood-
working tools. The actual motive was admiration for their 
sophisticated practicality and skill of working the exquisite 
natural material that wood is. With the benefit of hindsight, 
I guess I could say that I was doomed to collect woodwork-
ing tools, maybe genetically, because of one of my great-
grandfathers. What other hobby could I have had as a his-
torian whose professional activity has been fulfilled at the 
Royal Castle in Warsaw, thus having been a museum curator-
practitioner, and being someone who has since childhood 
been passionate about carving out in tree bark or wood, 
and immediately afterwards, about modelling. Already as 
a secondary-school and University student I felt the urge to 
master the rudimentary skills of woodworking; I amassed 
basic tools, and applied them to make pieces of furniture 
and other equipment for domestic purposes. In the early 
1980s, I followed a professional training and organized my 
own workshop equipped with electric tools manufactured 
by the English Black & Decker Company. It was in that very 
workshop that following each exam, and later a major intel-
lectual effort (a published paper or an exhibition), in order 
to release stress, I would simply make something of wood 
with my own hands! Promptly afterwards, thanks to my mu-
seum colleagues who were conservators and art historians 
dealing with cabinetmaking, I discovered the charm of old 
wood, old furniture, and of old tools… As a result, I began 
collecting old woodworking tools which I consciously began 
to amass in 1982 as no longer utilitarian objects, however, 
in majority in working order.

In 1989, the collection became of interest to a group of 
historians from the Institute of History of Material Culture 
of the Polish Academy of Sciences (currently the Institute 
of Archaeology and Ethnology of the Polish Academy 
of Sciences), including the Head of the Department of 
History of Material Culture of the Middle Ages and the 
Modernity of the Institute of History of Material Culture 
Janusz Sztetyłło, PhD. It was on their invitation that, in 
October 1989, I delivered a paper on traditional wood-
working methods at the Department, presenting the most 
attractive objects from the collection. Another major at-
tempt at taking advantage of such hobbyist’s interest in 
an academic manner can be found in the research into 
the 16th-century extension of the Royal Caste in Warsaw, 
which apart from other things, yielded papers on the court 
circles of servicemen and craftsmen, workshops and works 
of Sebastian Tauerbach and Jurek Szwarc, court carpenters 
of the Kings: Sigismund I and Sigismund Augustus, enjoying 
royal burgher’s privilege.13 

There were several sources of acquiring tools for the col-
lection. What proved with time to have been the most im-
portant one were so-called flea markets, particularly the 
Warsaw ones operating from the 1970s at various loca-
tions: the Mariensztat Market, the Wrzeciono Market by 
the Warsaw Steelworks, at today’s Museum of Sports in 
the Żoliborz District, and since the later 1980s in Obozowa 
Street in Koło. There have also been some other markets 
frequented occasionally: in Cracow, Poznań, Gdańsk, and 
others. The other source were obviously carpenters and 
their workshops, often being closed down, especially within 

4. Adjustable dovetail plane for dovetailed slats, Poland, Greater Poland,  
1st half of the 19th c. (?): craft product, hazel wood and pear tree wood (?); 
no signs of use, horizontal fence on relatively thin wooden screws stabilized 
with flat nuts echoing period rocailles typical of older planes, in the early 
20th c. replaced with rotund nuts
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Warsaw, but also Olsztyn and the Olsztyn Voivodeship. Visits 
to provincial carpenter’s workshops, sometimes yielding 
some buys, was a must during our family bike rallies along 
the Baltic Coast and across Kashubia, Warmia and Mazuria, 
the Suwałki Region, Mazovia, the Zamość Region, Lower 
Silesia, the Polish Jurassic Highland, the Beskidy Mountains, 
and the Sub-Tatras. Another source of no less significance 
were the gifts from friends and acquaintances aware of my 
interests, and appreciative of them. When acquiring a new 
tool, I would always try to gain some information on its place 
of origin, users, and possibly other circumstances.

There were more criteria of the selection of the collected 
tools than sources. Initially, they were merely intuitional,  
and with the growing collection and deepening of the 
knowledge of tools, they gradually became more definite 
and conscious An important, in some cases inhibiting crite-
rion, was an exorbitant purchase price: in this way I missed 
several items. The remaining ones forming the hard to or-
der hierarchy are as follows: the place where it was created 
and where the tool was used (Poland or a place abroad; 
close or further afield, region, locality), state of preserva-
tion (completeness, degree of wear and tear and degrada-
tion owing to wood-destroying pests), estimated time of its 
creation, its use (big industry or a small workshop), level of 
technical advancement and aesthetics of production, tool’s 
frequency of occurring in the market, presence of manu-
facturer’s and owner’s signs, customized shape or working,  
manufacturer’s prestige. 

Following the purchase of an item, I would carefully in-
spect the object and submit it to simple conservatory pro-
ceedings. In the case of wooden tools, this would entail 
the following in the given order: cleaning off the layer of 
dust and dirt with a piece of cloth dampened with tepid 
water with some detergent, leaving permanent discoloura-
tion and so-called working layers (mainly carpenter’s glue, 
different wood stains, burns); drying in room temperature; 
delicate use of fine grit sandpaper (800) to remove raised 
wood hairs; oiling with natural linseed oil on the whole sur-
face, and after it has been absorbed, waxing with beeswax 
and polishing with a soft cloth. I cleaned steel and iron ele-
ments with metal wool, a brush and rust removers; I used 
polish paste for brass elements. I would glue larger cracks 
and breakages, and sometime also refilled them (with 
wood inserts) with the use of vikol-type wood glue. When 
a tool was incomplete, e.g. a plane was lacking the blade 
(so-called iron) or the wedge, I would try to adapt the ele-
ment (of the same type and shape) from a different tool, 
this being quite a common practice in woodworking. I would 
make the wedge in the shape resembling that of the miss-
ing one, using the same wood as the plane’s body, most 
frequently hornbeam wood, less often beech wood or ash. 
Identification of signs on the tools’ body and blade allowed 
in a number of instances to identify their producers or users 
(particularly English and German). The documenting work 
was finalized with assigning a catalogue number to the tool 
and with a description on catalogue card (over the last two 
years digitized) in compliance with the assumed pattern (see 
below), following which endless cleaning works began: dust-
ing whose arduousness was compensated for by the col-
lector’s joy from a physical contact with an identified and 
conserved object. The majority of the collection was always 

displayed in bookcases and on shelves in the flat where it 
competed with books for space. 

Currently the collection amounts to over 400 items. Its 
core is made up of the set of over 260 planes of different 
type and usage: machining tools of identity and emblem-
atic quality to the woodworking community. All the items, 
identified as for function and name as far as it was possible, 
and also origin (manufacturer, production place and time), 
have been catalogued, assigned respective catalogue num-
ber, and described, resorting to literature on the subject and 
specialized online portals.14

The catalogue layout with the division of tools’ catego-
ries and types (marked with different catalogue numbers) 
together with their names and the current number of  
pieces is presented in its Polish version below. Since the 
Polish names in craftsmen’s practice were for long substi-
tuted with ‘nativized’ German (hebel, rabanek, canubel, dy-
bel, mazer, nut, szrank, sztamajza, laubzega, winkiel, rasz-
pla, knypel, bor), and the tools’ formal Polish names did 
not get fully rooted, the latter derived from literature are 
accompanied by their German equivalents in brackets and in 
italic, followed by English in square brackets;15 interestingly, 
English and American tools often do not have continental 
equivalents, so these are left in English only. 

Catalogue
01. Bench planes for levelling flat surfaces: 108 pieces

•  01.01 – Zdzieraki (Schrobhobel) [scrub planes]:  
7 pieces

•  01.02 – Równiaki (Schlichthobel) [jack planes]:  
10 pieces

•  01.03 – Gładziki (Dubelthobel) [smoothing planes]:  
24 pieces

• 01.04 – Spusty (Rauhbank) [fore planes]: 15 pieces
• 01.05 – Spajacze (Fugebank; Zweimanhobel) [panel 

planes]: 2 pieces
• 01.06 – Drapaki/Zębaki (Zahnhobel) [toothed planes]:  

4 pieces
• 01.07 – Kątniki (Simshobel) [rabbet planes]: 13 pieces
• 01.08 – Wręgowniki/kątniki felcowe (Falzhobel); 

5. Fragment of the home display of woodworking tools
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nastawne (Stellfalzhobel) [moving filister planes]:  
14 pieces

• 01.09 – Kątniki czołowe (Eckensimshobel) [bullnoses]:  
2 pieces

• 01.10 – Kątniki  odsadzkowe (Wangenhobe l ) 
[cartwright’s rabbet planes]: 3 pieces

• 01.11 – Płytniki/kątniki platkowe (Plattbankhobel) 
[panel raising planes]: 8 pieces

• 01.12 – Others: e.g. (Kitfalzheble) [sash planes]:  
6 pieces 

02. Planes for working curved surfaces and moulds: 71 
pieces
• 02.01 – Krzywaki (Schiffhubel) [circular planes]:  

8 pieces
• 02.02 – Kręgadła (Rundhobel), [round planes]:  

3 pieces
• 02.03 – Strugi profilowe/karnesowe (Gesimshobel, 

Karnieshobel) [bead-plane]: 41 pieces
• 02.04 – Wałkowce/półwałkowce (Stabhobel) [side 

bead planes]: 5 pieces
• 02.05 – Żłobkowce (Hohlkelhobel) [grooving planes]: 

13 pieces
• 02.06 – Others: 1 piece

03. Planes for making joints: 67 pieces
• 03.01 – Wpustniki (Nuthhobel, Abgefalzterhobel/

Ausgrȕndehobel) [plow planes]: 28 pieces
• 03.02 – Wypustniki (Federhubel) [tongue planes]: 5 

pieces
• 03.03 – Zasuwniki/płetwiaki (Grathobel) [dovetail 

planes], nastawne (Stellgrathobel) [adjustable]: 14 
pieces

• 03.04 – Wyżłabiacze/wybiorniki (Grundhubel) [groo-
ving planes]: 20 pieces

• 03.05 – others 

04. Combination planes

05. Scraping planes: 15 pieces
• 05.01 – Scraper planes and special wheelwrights plan-

es to spokes: 9 pieces
• 05.02 – Coopers planes (Gargelkamm) and other, half-

-finished products: 6 pieces

06. Tools for sawing and shaping wood: 49 pieces 
• 06.01 – Piły ramowe: kłodowe (Klopsage), krawężni-

ce (Owrtersage), czopnice (Schliessage), odsadnice 
(Absatzsage), krzywice (Schweisage), włosieniowe 
(Laubsage) [Frame saws generally unused in England]: 
2 pieces 

• 06.02 – Piły ręczne – płatnice, grzbietnice, otwornice 
(Fuchsschwanz, Rückensäge; Stichsage) i ich rękojeści 
[Hand saws (crosscut saws, tenon and dovetail saws) 
and their handles]: 8 pieces

• 06.03 – Świdry wiertarki, korby, przedwiertniki 
(Drillbohrer) [Gimlets and drills]: 19 pices 

• 06.04 – Piły narżnice: zasuwnice (Gratsage), piły od-
sadzkowe (Nutsage) [Dovetail saws]: 13 pieces

• 06.05 – Pilniki i raszple (Feilen, Raspeln) [Files and 
rasps] 

• 06.06 – Dłuta (Stemmeisen) [Chisels]: 7 pieces 
• 06.07 – Others 

07. Tools for measuring and marking wood: 69 pieces
• 07.01 – Znaczniki (Streichmass) [Gauges]: 30 pieces
• 07.02 – Przymiary [Rulers]: 5 pieces
• 07.03 – Liniały [Angling fences] 
• 07.04 – Węgielnice zwykłe, ruchome, uciosowe i inne 

(Winkelmass, Schraegmass, Schmiege, Gehrmass) 
[T-squares]: 21 pieces

• 07.05 – Cyrkle [Callipers]: 8 pieces
• 07.06 – Inne (poziomice, mierniki, ołówki) [Others  

(levels, gauges, pencils)]: 5 pieces

08. Devices for gluing: 15 pieces
• 08.01 – Ściski (Schraubzwingen) [C-clamps]: 15 pieces
• 08.02 – Ściski rozsuwane (Schraubknecht) [Bench  

vices]
• 08.03 – Prasy [Presses] 
• 08.04 – Others 

09. Auxiliary tools: 17 pieces
• 09.01 – Siekierki/toporki (Tischlerbeil) [Axes/hatches]
• 09.02 – Pobijaki/knyple (Klӧpfel) [Mallets]: 3 pieces
• 09.03 – Młotki (Hammer) [Hammers]: 5 pieces
• 09.04 – Obcęgi [Pincers]: 1 pair
• 09.05 – Cykliny (Ziehklinge) [Scrapers]
• 09.06 – Tygle do kleju (Leimtiegel) [Glue pots] 
• 09.07 – Narzynki i gwintowniki do drewnianych śrub  

i nakrętek (Schneidzeug) [Dies and taps for wooden 
screws and nuts]: 2 pieces

• 09.08 – Others: 6 pieces

10. Tools’ accesories: 14 pieces
• 10.01 – Żelazka (Hobeleisen) [Irons], wiertła (Bohrer) 

[drills]: 14 
I am intending to extend this collection created in 

6. Dutch-style circular plane for planing concave surfaces, Poland, Pome-
rania, 1st half of the 20th c.; craft product, hornbeam wood, sole covered 
with sheet metal; adapted iron, replaced wedge; front handle resembling 
a reduced scroll; sides of the rear part of the body strongly beveled for 
the right hand; traces of the geometry of the wedge opening marked with  
a metal stylus
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1982–2020, although the conditions for searching in the 
pandemic are quite restricted. The oldest of my pieces date 
back, as far as I can assume, to the late 18th century, the 
most recent ones come from the 1970s. The collection thus 
covers the period of almost 200 years of deep transforma-
tions shaping the contemporary reality, meaning that in the 

social and production realm that interests us it reaches the 
guild and workshop output, customized and limiting the pro-
duction, going through mass production in the second half 
of the 19th and in the 20th century, up to contemporary and 
future post--industrial production of the 21st century, not so 
much of tools, as power tools and computer programmed 

7. Smoothing plane: exemplary catalogue documentation of one of the exhibits

8. Adjustable tongue plane used for working tongue-and-groove connections 
(e.g. floor planks), Poland, Podlasie Region, 2nd half of the 19th c. (?); craft 
joiner’s and smith’s product, hornbeam wood; horizontal fence with a rare 
steel adjustment mechanism on screws piercing the stock and the horizon-
tal fence, with butterfly nuts on one side, and wood-covered handles on 
the other; the tool could be used by two people facing each other; dubbed 
zweimanhobel in joiner’s jargon

9. German-style smoothing plane, dubbed bismarck, used for the final touch 
on wooden surface, Sweden, 1st half of the 20th c.; craft product, hornbeam 
wood; double irons manufactured by Erik Anton Berg, Eskilstuna, Sweden; 
meticulous manual working, massive ergonomic handle, dicing
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machines.
The advancement of the industrial revolution is revealed 

in the collection in the co-occurrence and quantity-relations 
between the two basic tool types: workshop- and factory- 
produced. The major criterion for the classification into one 
of the two groups is the way in which it was manufactured: 
either in an industrial manner with the use of chainsaws, 
milling machines, and lathes, or manually with planes, saws, 
and chisels. As a result, standardization of mechanized ma-
chining and individualized effect of manual working can be 

seen. The percentage of the two kinds of tools in the collec-
tion can be assessed at 60% of the factory-produced ones 
versus ca 40% of workshop-produced. The ratio surprises, 
since it is almost balanced, this testifying to a relative satu-
ration of the Polish market with industrial products, mainly 
foreign (predominantly German and Austrian; on the latter, 
see below). The fact allows to assume that in Poland not 
only in the 19th century, but also in the 20th (particularly in 
the first half), it was still relatively easier to either make the 
tool yourself, or to have it made in a nearby workshop, than 

10. ‘Coffin-style’ smoothing plane used for final woodworking on short surfa-
ces, England, early 20th c.; factory product manufactured by William Green-
slade and Co, Bristol, hornbeam wood; double irons by unidentified manufac-
turer; owner’s mark on the front, beveled edges

12. Adjustable plough plane used to make grooves in planks for tongue-and-
-groove connection, Austria, 1918–1945; factory product manufactured by Jo-
hann Weiss und Sohn, Vienna, hornbeam wood, adapted iron, replaced wedge, 
‘continental’ type; horizontal fence stabilized on wooden screws with rotund 
turned nuts and flat counter nuts, wooden groove-depth fence, adjustment on 
steel screws with brass nuts

13. Adjustable plough plane to make grooves along planks for tongue-and-gro-
ove connection, England, turn of the 20th c.; unidentified manufacturer, Lon-
don, hornbeam wood, brass fittings, massive ornamentally beveled horizontal 
fence combined with spacer arms and stabilized with wedges; steel vertical fen-
ce (grooving depth) adjusted with a screw with a butterfly; illegible trademark 
and ownership mark stamped on the stock front

11. Grooving plane used for removing material from grooves to a given depth 
between two parallel incisions in tops (of e.g. chests of drawers), Germany 
(?), turn of the 20th c.; factory product, unidentified manufacturer, pear tree 
wood (?); stock machine-cut with horizontal bandsaw; screw holding the iron 
with damaged steel butterfly nut; Polish craft product, adapted iron
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to buy it ready-made in a shop.16 
It is the statistics of the territorial-state origin of the tools 

amassed in the collection that correspond with the data 
related to the production form of woodworking tools. As 
it turns out, not fully 50% of the tools come from Poland, 
namely the territory within the country’s today’s borders 
(together with Silesia, Pomerania, Warmia, and Mazuria), 
which inevitably overstates the statistic.17 Almost 30% of 
the collection (and possibly more because of the substan-
tial part of unidentified objects) are tools of German origin; 
ca 10% account for Austrian and English ones respectively; 
while French and American tools constitute ca 3% each; sin-
gle remaining ones come from Lithuania, Ukraine, Russia, 
the Netherlands, Belgium, and Spain.18

The wide territorial range of the collected tools (mainly 
planes) has allowed to observe the issue of the regionaliza-
tion of shapes, stylistics, functions, and materials of which 
they are made. The deepest and most visible division is that 
into continental Europe versus Great Britain and the USA. 
It is revealed as if two-fold: continental tools, particularly 
in Central and Northern Europe used to be and continue 
to be made mainly of hornbeam wood (historically also of 
pear tree wood and other fruit trees; in France and on the 
Iberian Peninsula also of beech wood), whereas in Great 
Britain they were made almost exclusively of the local va-
riety of hard beech tree. In the second half of the 19th cen-
tury, due to the American Stanley Rule and Level Company 
metal planes became popular in the USA and England, sup-
planting almost entirely wooden flat surface and partially 
moulding planes, the latter thanks to so-called combination 
planes and milling machines.19 

European wooden planes traditionally differ in shape. 
Roughly speaking, four types-styles can be distinguished. 
The most widespread one is the German type used in 
Central, Eastern, and Northern Europe, Poland includ-
ed, whose characteristic feature is a rectangular plan  
(parallel sides) of the body and inserted in it moulded 
crooked so-called nose: a handgrip on the front part of the 
plane and an indent in the body in the form of a ledge serv-
ing as support for the left hand gripping the ‘nose’. The rear 
of the stock features strongly bevelled edges: the upper and 

side ones; also sometimes a semicircular is inserted at the 
back under a sticking iron, this facilitating the pushing of 
the plane with the right hand. This type, applied already in 
the Middle Ages, is ironically dubbed ‘Bismarck’ by English 
carpenters, possibly in reaction to the appearance of cheap 
German tools in the market by the late 19th century. The 
Dutch (Netherlandish) type, which may have served as the 
prototype for the German plane, has the front part of the 
body formed as a diagonal conical handgrip concluded with 
a more or less decorative volute (in the German version re-
placed with the glued in ‘nose-cone’), while the rear raised 
part of the body is egg-shaped. The French-Iberian type 
forms a regular cuboid, featuring neither handgrips nor egg-
shaping. Finally, there is the classical English plane called 
a ‘coffin’: having no nose, but a straight front and a heel like 
the French ones, however with egg-shaped lateral sides, 
making the projection of the tool resemble a boat, or, as the 
English claim, precisely a coffin (the latter not really surpris-
ing, since coffins were objects most frequently produced by 
carpenters). Metal and wooden English planes (particularly 
the longer ones) have as a rule an open handle: adjusted 
to a hand, slightly crooked and inclined forward towards an 
oval handle with the upper edge widening towards the back 
resistance for the top of the pushing hand); meanwhile, long 
continental planes (fore planes) usually have closed handles: 
broad with oval cut-outs for four fingers, and are, as a rule, 
less ergonomic than the English ones.

The juxtaposition of regional origin with the form of tool 
manufacturing leads to the next conclusion on the practi-
cal lack of Polish factory-produced tools in the Polish mar-
ket. In the collection of items from the territory of Poland 
of today (200 pieces in total) what definitely dominates 
are craftsmen’s products, with factory tools (imported in 
their vast majority) constituting about 25%. This is well  
reflected in the very number of companies from the Polish 
territories, of which only six have been identified: Gebrӧder 
Crotogino, from Lower Silesia (Świdnica), (operating in 
1888–1891); J. Chełmikowski (Poznań, 1908–1919); Alfons 
Klawe (Częstochowa, 1906–1946, possibly one of the larger 
companies in the inter-war period); and Richard Standfuss’s 
company (Wroclaw, until 1945); in Communist Poland it was 

14. Fore plane for working long surfaces, Sweden, early 20th century; craft pro-
duct, pear tree wood (?) and hornbeam wood; double irons manufactured by 
Erik Anton Berg, Eskilstuna, Sweden; slight wear and tear; historicizing orna-
mentally incised and closed handle leaning to the front, beveled edges

15. Die used for threading wooden screws, Poland. Wrocław, 1850; craft pro-
duct, J.E. Firll; in the opening a model screw with a turned handle: tool used for 
making screws for vices on woodworker’s benches and various handscrews as 
well as presses; steel screw taps were used to make the tapped hole, matching 
the die’s diameter and thread pitch
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the ‘Drezdenko’ Work Cooperative (Drezdenko); and ‘Stallex’, 
a private company-workshop (Piastów n. Warsaw).20

The most numerous imports of German tools in the col-
lection (ca 110 pieces) are all mass-produced elements, and 
half of the manufacturers have been identified as follows: 
Caspar Bӧlstelli/Georg Baldauf, Stuttgart and Neckarsulm, 
founded in 1842; August Krum, Johan Krum sohn GmbH  
& Co., Remsscheid, from 1892; Edward Geobel, Leipzig, 
1851–1933; Friedrich Ott, Ochenfurt, from 1898. From 
among all the collected tools the ones manufactured by Otto 
Mecke, Berlin, 1872 – before 1930, strike with almost per-
fect quality. In total, 23 manufacturers have been identified, 
the majority of them based in North Rhine-Westphalia (the 
Ruhr Regions), Baden-Württemberg, and Berlin. No tools 
in the collection have been identified as coming from the 
Hamburg centre, of major importance in the 19th century.21 

Austrian imports are almost exclusively factory products 
(36 pieces), and interestingly, they are practically manufac-
tured by one prestigious Johann Weiss & Sohn Company 
from Vienna, operating in 1820–1945. In the category of 
woodworking tools (particularly planes) its products in 
Central Europe were as popular and as esteemed as those of 
the Austrian Thonet Company (bentwood furniture). Their 
high-quality tools, particularly adjustable planes of various 
functions, can still be found in many workshops in southern 
Poland, but also in Mazovia, Warmia, and even Sweden.22 

English imports (45 tools, 24 companies, 16 identified) 
and American ones (9 pieces, 5 companies) are also factory-
produced items. The majority of them are beechwood 

moulding planes which come from the old industrial centre 
in Sheffield, London, and Birmingham. Most of the American 
tools are planes manufactured by Stanley Rule and Level 
Company from Connecticut, New England, among them 
wood-and-metal transitional planes being interesting.23 

The scarce Swedish objects (5 items from the first half 
of the 20th century) stand out with high quality, meticu-
lous craftsmanship, and exquisite blades, namely ‘irons’ 
made of ‘Swedish steel’ (products of the internationally 
awarded Erik Anton Berg Company, Eskilstuna, Sweden, 
1880–1959). The question arises whether this craftsmen’s-
-factory production scheme demonstrates the power of 
tradition, or is it already the post-modern model of sustain-
able production of the society able to harmonize different 
production traditions? 

This is more or less all I can say about a collection of a his-
torian. It seems that in the approach to the preserved cul-
tural substance, so-called artefacts, modernity should dis-
play social appreciation of not only outstanding works, but 
if not of all, then of the majority of man-made ones. In this 
understanding tools, perceived more broadly as a method, 
a physical and intellectual component of the creative pro-
cess should be finally freed from the socially archaic odium 
of work; equally with others, they should be considered his-
toric monuments and institutionally preserved. Their today’s 
position in the museum hierarchy: between an ethnographic 
object, and purgatory, namely the collectors’ place, cannot 
secure their survival [the emphasis on the terms that are 
academic ones in the literature on the subject]. 

Abstract: The paper focuses on a private collection of 
woodworking tools created in Warsaw in 1982–2020, cover-
ing over 400 items, mainly Polish, but also German, Austrian, 
English, French, and American. It presents the genesis of the 
collection, methods of its development, internal structure, 
and the collection study modes.
      The presentation is accompanied by comments dealing 

with the importance of a collection of tools, or more broadly 
of items not widely considered to be socially prestigious, 
seen against the phenomenon of collecting perceived as an 
element of ‘luxury conspicuous consumption’, as well as by 
the first attempts at comparing collecting realities and the 
position of woodworking tools in the hierarchy of museum 
objects in Poland and European countries.

Keywords: history, society, work, museum, collection, woodworking, tools, plane. 
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